SCQF

NUMERACY

We use numbers every day in lots of ways without knowing
we are using numeracy:

paying for shopping

Numeracy - Graphical
Information
Some of the things you will
learn are how to:-

read a simple bus timetable and
make one of your own
understand a very easy map and
to add items onto it

using time

weighing yourself

using bus timetables

Why not get a certificate to
show your numeracy skills?

make a plan up of your room
find out the time of a TV
programme.
As soon as you feel happy with what you have learned your
tutor may ask you some questions or watch you using a
timetable or a map, so that they can see that you have
remembered all the things you have learned.

You don’t have to sit a test
You will learn lots of new ways to use numbers in your
everyday life – and hopefully have fun while you are
learning.
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